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1. Thermal water bottle | HBN02
2. Coffee mug | HCM01
3. Vacuum multijar | HFN01

NORDIC THERMAL
DRINKING 
BOTTLES
Made from premium Noble Korean POSCO steel, 
each bottle promises:
•  Unmatched Durability: resistant to chipping, rusting, 

and surface dullness.
•  Powder Coating: ensures both aesthetics and 

protection against scratches and stains.
•  Superior Thermal Performance: keeps drinks hot 

or cold for extended periods.
•  2-Year Warranty: confidence in quality for everyday 

use or outdoor adventures.
•  LFGB Certification: Ensures food contact safety for 

peace of mind.
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NORDIC 
VACUUM BOTTLE
HBN02

• Noble Korean steel POSCO (18% chromium, 8% nickel)
• Maintains the temperature for 8h
• LFGB – the highest standard of food contact certification

The Nordic thermal bottle is made of the highest quality 18/8 stainless steel from a Korean company 
POSCO. Resistant to acids and carbonates, it combines durability with a sleek aesthetic. The solid 
powder coated finishing ensures resistance to mechanical damage, and also guarantees a safe grip.  
Double walls with vacuum insulation provide excellent insulating properties, while also preventing any 
discomfort caused by extreme temperatures. Capacity: 500ml
Certificates: Food Contact, BPA FREE, LFGB

NEW
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TRITAN 
WATER BOTTLE
HTR01

• Material: EASTMAN Tritan – extremely resistant
• LFGB – the highest standard of food contact certification 
• Dishwasher safe

The bottle is made of durable Tritan material, resistant to damage, and the leakproof cap is constructed from 
a combination of plastic and ABS, ensuring longevity. The innovative design includes a convenient one-click 
opening mechanism for quick and easy access to your beverage. When not using the bottle, you can lock the 
cap to prevent the contents from spilling. The bottle is also equipped with a material handle for convenience. 
Dishwasher safe. Capacity: 580ml
Certificates: Food Contact, BPA FREE, LFGB

NEW
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COMPACT
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
PS50

The compact Colorissimo speaker is a versatile gift idea that will satisfy everyone. The device connects via 
Bluetooth and operates for up to 8 hours on a single charge. Wireless Transmission Distance reaches up to 10m. The 
speaker is covered in high-quality silicone and ABS, making it resistant to damage. It is portable  
and equipped with a fabric loop to which you can attach keys or a keychain.
The product comes packed in a white carton box.

NEW
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NORDIC COFFEE MUG
& TWS ACTIVE EARPHONES  
HCM01/PH30
 
Materials: 18/8 POSCO stainless steel, silicone, powder coating, ABS
Packing: black gift box
Printing: engraving, UV printing, pad printing
Certificates: Food Contact, BPA FREE, REACH, ROHS, FDA, LFGB, EMC

NORDIC COFFEE MUG
& TWS DYNAMIC EARPHONES 
HCM01/PH40
 
Materials: 18/8 POSCO stainless steel, silicone, powder coating, ABS
Packing: black gift box
Printing: engraving, UV printing, pad printing
Certificates: Food Contact, BPA FREE, REACH, ROHS, FDA, LFGB, EMC

NEW NEW
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CAR SET: COFFEE MUG NORDIC
& FULLY AUTOMATIC UMBRELLA
CAMBRIDGE  
HCM01/US20
 
Materials: 18/8 POSCO stainless steel, silicone, powder coating,
polyester pongee, fiberglass
Packing: black gift box
Printing: engraving, UV printing, pad printing, screen printing
Certificates: Food Contact, BPA FREE, REACH, ROHS, FDA, LFGB

DRINK SET NORDIC: COFFEE MUG
& VACUUM WATER BOTTLE  
HCM01/HBN02
 
Materials: 18/8 POSCO stainless steel, silicone, powder coating
Packing: black gift box
Printing: engraving, UV printing, pad printing
Certificates: Food Contact, BPA FREE, REACH, ROHS, FDA
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FULLY AUTOMATIC
UMBRELLA 
CAMBRIDGE
US20
Small and handy umbrella with DAS (Double Automatic System - automatic closing and opening). 
Its small size allows you to take the umbrella with you anywhere, so it is ideal for everyday use. Made 
of 180T polyester which makes the product lightweight yet reliable. The plastic handle covered 
with a rubberized finish provides not only comfort but also a firm grip in the hand. The umbrella is 
completely windproof. Protective cover included.
Diameter: ⌀ 99 cm

Step 3: press the button to closeStep 2: umbrella is openStep 1: press the button to open
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FLASH SPORT BAG
LSN502

Covered by a 3-year warranty.
Capacity: 32 L
Materials: nylon, nylon Ripstop, Jacquard 420D, polyester 600D
Packing: foil
Printing: embroidery, screen printing

FLASH COSMETIC BAG
FT560

Covered by a 3-year warranty.
Capacity: 6 L
Materials: nylon, Jacquard, polyester 600D
Packing: foil
Printing: engraving, epoxy sticker

FLASH HIP BAG
LNN501

Covered by a 3-year warranty.
Total length of the strap: 95 cm
Materials: Jacquard 420D, nylon, nylon Ripstop,  
polyester 600D
Packing: foil
Printing: embroidery, screen printing
Certificates: REACH
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FLASH TREKKING 
BACKPACK L
LPN501

Covered by a 3-year warranty. 
Capacity: 22 L 
Materials: Jacquard 420D, nylon, nylon Ripstop, 
polyester 600D 
Packing: foil 
Printing: embroidery, screen printing 
Certificates: REACH

FLASH TREKKING 
BACKPACK M
LPN525

Covered by a 3-year warranty. 
Capacity: 20 L 
Materials: Jacquard 420D, nylon, nylon Ripstop, 
polyester 600D 
Packing: foil 
Printing: embroidery, screen printing 
Certificates: REACH



primo price
primo quality
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warranty
1 year

PRIMO STEEL BOTTLE, 500 ML
HBN03

The steel bottle is made of durable food-grade 18/8 
(18% chromium and 8% nickel) stainless steel, both on the outer 
and inner shell, ensuring the highest standards of quality. 
The ergonomic shape provides a comfortable and safe grip, 
preventing the bottle from slipping out of your hand. 
The innovative design includes a convenient one-click opening 
mechanism for quick and easy access to your beverage. 
When not using the bottle, you can lock the cap to prevent the 
contents from spilling. 

Materials: 18/8 stainless steel, powder coating 
Packing: carton box 
Printing: engraving, pad printing 
Certificates: BPA FREE, LFGB

PRIMO VACUUM MUG, 450 ML
HD160

The leakproof thermal mug is made of high-quality stainless 
steel and finished with a matte powder coating, providing not 
only durability but also a great appearance. The ergonomic 
shape prevents the mug from slipping out of your hand.  
Double walls perfectly retain the desired temperature for 
up to 6 hours. The click closure design will keep your drink  
hot and safe from spilling.  
 
Materials: 18/8 stainless steel, powder coating 
Packing: carton box 
Printing: engraving, pad printing 
Certificates: BPA FREE, LFGB
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DRIVER SET
HD160/US15

A practical set for people on the go, including a 
vacuum thermal mug from Primo collection and 
a folding automatic umbrella. The set packed  
in an elegant black box.

EVERYDAY SET
HBN03/US15

A practical set that will work well in everyday use, 
including a steel water bottle and an automatic 
umbrella from Primo cellection. The set packed 
in an elegant black box.
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PRIMO PLUS
BACKPACK 15”
LPN160

• Material: polyester 900D
• Laptop pocket for a 15.6” laptop
• Variety of color options

Lightweight yet roomy, this backpack is equipped with two side pockets and one exterior zippered 
pocket. The main compartment has a sewn-in tuck ideal for a 15” laptop (which also holds A4-size 
documents). The back is reinforced with foam and finished with airy mesh for carrying comfort, 
the shoulder straps are adjustable. The product is also subtly decorated with a colorful zipper.  
The backpack is REACH certified. Capacity: 23 L
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COLORADO ANODISED 
POCKET KNIFE
MA01

Colorado pocket knife with a folding hilt, the tool is 
made of anodized stainless steel to provide reliability 
and durability. Its main features: a built-in corkscrew,  
a bottle opener, a screwdriver, a nail file and scissors.

LED TORCH COLORADO
MT01

Colorado Led Torch is made from high quality aluminum. 
It generates a focused light beam as well as an alarm light 
(strobe); it also features zoom up to 5 meters. An aesthetic 
design and a handy size makes it a perfect flashlight. 3xAAA 
batteries included.

COLORADO ANODISED 
MULTITOOL
MM02

A professional and practical multifunctional tool. 
Made of high quality stainless steel. Its main features: 
universal pliers, a wood saw, a knife, a flat screwdriver 
(3 mm and 5 mm dimensions) and a Phillips screwdriver 
with a nail striker, a double bottle opener, a can opener, 
a file. The multitool also includes a Safe Function that 
prevents the blades from closing during use.




